COUNCIL BRIEFING AGENDA
8.2

01 MARCH 2022

MINUTES AND MOTIONS FROM THE ANNUAL MEETING OF ELECTORS HELD ON 2
FEBRUARY 2022

Attachments:

1.

Minutes - Annual Meeting of Electors on 2 February 2022

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

RECEIVES the Minutes of the Annual Meeting of Electors (AME) held on Wednesday
2 February 2022, included at Attachment 1; and

2.

NOTES that due to the short turnaround, responses to the General Business motions carried at
the Annual Meeting of Electors will be presented to the Ordinary Council meeting to be held
5 April 2022.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To receive the minutes of the City’s Annual Meeting of Electors (AME) and to note the motions carried.
BACKGROUND:
The Annual Meeting of Electors was held at the North Perth Town Hall on Wednesday 2 February 2022 at
6:00pm. There were 22 electors present, as well as eight Council Members (one electronically) and six City
employees. Eleven electors raised 16 general business motions, 15 of which were carried at the meeting.
One motion was not moved as an earlier carried motion was of a similar intent.
DETAILS:
Other than the motion carried to receive the Annual Report 2020/2021, the following motions were carried at
the meeting:
Motion 1
1.

That the City urgently complete an assessment of the condition of the footpaths in the district to
determine locations where they are in poor condition and unsafe for people of all ages and abilities to
walk, run and ride on. This includes footpaths that are cracked, where there is vertical and physical
displacement, unsafe kerb ramps, particularly where he ramps meet the road surface, etc.

2.

This assessment to include identification of locations that have previously been brought to the
attention of the City by residents, additional request to residents to provide examples of unsafe and
damaged footpath to the City, and pro-active inspection by City Officers.

3.

That the City prepare a schedule to repair these footpaths based on user numbers and type, and
proximity to schools, shops, parks and community facilities.

4.

That the City determine an innovative solution to the common situation where footpaths adjacent to
building sites are covered in debris, or damaged for the months or years it takes for the demolition and
construction process to occur. This solution to recognise that footpaths are a vital component of
transport infrastructure for people of all ages and abilities to walk, ride bikes and scooters, and use
wheelchairs and mobility devices on.

5.

That the City proactively and regularly ensure that street trees and vegetation from private properties
do not encroach on footpaths in any way. This should include regular visual inspection from City
officers and be based on reports made by residents and previous instances where obstruction of
vegetation has been a problem.

6.

That on a daily basis, the City proactively monitor the streets of the district to take action in instances
where people have illegally parked their vehicle so as to obstruct people from using a footpath. This
should include a roster to visit locations where breaches have recently occurred or been reported.
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That the City introduce a system that embraces current technology, to make it easier for people to
report instances of illegal parking. For example, using social media, snap send solve, etc. The
current process of having to contact the City to report instances of illegal parking by telephone is
outdated, and can be impractical or overly time consuming, for example, after hours reports.

Motion 2
1.

That the City recognises that the current approach to selecting species to plant as street trees is not
yielding acceptable outcomes as too may exotic tree species are selected and planted.

2.

That the City acknowledge that compared to the common exotic species used, native tree species
provide more food for native bird species including the endangered Carnaby’s black cockatoo.

3.

That the City acknowledge that most Australian native tree species are beautiful and have stunning
displays of flowers.

4.

That the City acknowledge that the UV index in Perth is only below the level of 3 in June. For all other
days, the UV index reaches a level where it is recommended sun protection is applied.

5.

That the City recognises that native tree species provide more year round shade than exotic species.
Not only is this important for the safety and convenience of users it will reduce the urban heat island
effect.

6.

That the City acknowledge that the claimed benefit that exotic tree species provide “light penetration
and warmth during the winter months” has minimal impact given that during winter there is often cloud
cover and in any case, any benefit would only affect dwellings on the south side of east-west oriented
streets.

7.

That the City acknowledge that Jacaranda trees lose their leaves in late winter and do not regain them
until December. As such, any benefit from light penetration and warmth is not relevant.

8.

That the City acknowledge that deciduous trees planted in town centres result in grey, dull and bleak
streetscapes during the winter months when they are without leaves. And that the all year round
vegetation and winter flowering of many native tree species brings colour and vitality to streets during
this time of the year.

9.

That the City move away from the use of the street tree selection tool. In its place, that it develop a
plan in consultation with residents, to identify suitable street trees for each street in the district. This is
similar to the best practice approach in other local governments in Perth.

10.

If the City does not agree with this proposal, that the street tree selection tool be available for public
inspection so that the inputs and assumptions in the model can be viewed.

11.

That the City have a goal of at least 75% of street trees planted from this year onwards will be
Australian native tree species.

Motion 3
1.

That the City acknowledge that for residents to provide accurate, valuable and considered feedback to
the City on an initiative or project, that the information they are provided by the City if comprehensive
and accurate.

2.

That the City acknowledge that any surveys used to gather feedback from residents are structured so
that they are unbiased and that the answers provided cannot be misconstrued.

3.

That the City acknowledge that the assessment and analysis of community feedback should be carried
out by officers in a fair and impartial manner, and accurately represent the views expressed by those
providing feedback.

4.

That the City acknowledge that the feedback from resident consultation is an essential component in
the decision-making process and is essential to good governance.
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To ensure that residents have faith in the integrity of the consultation process, it is requested that the
process used by the City to seek and analyse feedback from the community is assessed by a suitably
qualified independent and impartial organisation. This could be the Ombudsman or the Office of the
Auditor General.

Motion 4:
That Council install signage on Colvin Lane at the Strathcona Street end and another halfway up the Lane
asking people to observe the 8kmh speed limit.
Motion 5:
That Council trim the trees in Carr Street, so that they are not close to power lines and branches, roots and
foliage do not pose a hazard to pedestrians.
Motion 6:
1.

That Council extend the reconstituted limestone wall and fencing on the North side of Beatty Park
Reserve towards Charles Street and connect it to the existing garden wall structure.

2.

Affected residents should be involved in the preliminary planning and discussions to extend the wall
and fencing.

Motion 7:
As part of the engagement strategy can members of middle management and Executive be made to assess
how they can better engage with ratepayers and residents?
Motion 8:
That Council respect the views of the people they represent and ensure that they act independently and
responsibly when voting on council matters.
Motion 9:
1.

That Beatty Park Reserve be reclassified from District Open Space to Neighbourhood Open Space.

2.

That sporting teams are stopped from using Beatty Park Reserve and return the park to community
use.

3.

That a plan is developed for Beatty Park based on recreational zoning.

Motion 10:
1.

That the electors note, that in response to a motion passed at last year’s Annual General Meeting of
Electors which requested that the City improve the promotion of the AGM, the administration stated:
The City is committed to engaging the community in its decision making and providing a real
opportunity for all members of the community to be heard. Administration and will endeavour to
improve the promotion of the AGM in 2022 and will consider how newspaper notices, social media and
website notices can be improved.

2.

3.

That the electors note the ways in which the City has promoted this year’s AGM in particular:
1.1

the fact that the advertisement in the 22 January edition of The Perth Voice was at the bottom of
the page on the inside back cover; and

1.2

the initial Public Notice and Facebook post simply stated that the purpose of the AGM is to
receive the Annual Report and made no mention of the ability to speak or move motions.

Expresses deep disappointment at the administration’s continued failure to adequately promote the
opportunity that the AGM provides to the community to move motions and participate.
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Requests that the council consider the failure to adequately promote the AGM when undertaking the
next CEO performance review.

Motion 11:
That electors:
1.

2.

NOTE that:
1.1

prior to December 2017 the City’s Code of Conduct had a requirement that Council Members
should respond to all enquiries as soon as practicable, but in any case, within 48 hours of
receiving a telephone call, and within 5 days of receiving a written enquiry;

1.2

at the council meeting of 12 December 2017 the council voted unanimously for a revised Code
of Conduct that no longer contained this requirement;

1.3

the change to the Code of Conduct was made without any public consultation;

1.4

the report that went to council did not indicate that the requirement was to be removed either
through the use of tracked changes or by mention within the report, and in fact said there was
“little change to the substance and effect of the code”; and

1.5

the report to council stated that there had been several rounds of internal consultation and that
all Council Members had an opportunity to provide feedback on the revised Code prior to it
being adopted.

REQUEST that the City’s Code of Conduct be reviewed and amended, and that the previous
requirements for Council Members to respond to enquiries from members of the community be
reinstated.

Motion 12:
1.

2.

That the community believes that:
1.1

local government does not function well when there are cliques or factions on councils, or if
there are perceptions of factions or cliques existing on council; and

1.2

the Mayor should not encourage the formation of cliques or factions, and should actively act to
stop the formation of these.

That the community requests that the Code of Conduct be amended to make it clear that the mayor
has a special leadership role and should not use their position to encourage electors to vote for or
against any particular candidates at local government elections.

Motion 13:
That the Hyde Park kiosk agreement be set aside and a proper independent survey be conducted.
Motion 14:
That Council investigate the adequacy of street lighting in Florence Street, West Perth for traffic and
pedestrian safety.
It is well researched that well-lit streets can:
•
•

improve surveillance and increase risk of offenders being detected.
assist to help people feel safer with well illuminated streets, this can further assist with deterrence of
crimes through ease of surveillance.

Motion 15:
That Council:
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1.

At the very least, say every second year (perhaps on a rotational location basis to minimise budget
impact) place a greater focus on the non- power line side of the street verge trees proper
maintenance, including at a minimum, removal of all dead branches and all overhanging branches from both the power lines and all branches extending over the footpath and into the private
properties. This would also provide an improved streetscape look for those verge trees too, which are
sadly very neglected looking.

2.

Clarify the insurance claim position of homeowners, for any damage caused by verge trees, including
power reconnection costs (electricians and other trade costs + Western Power charges);

3.

I understand from discussions with Western Power that they also feel very frustrated with councils that
neglect to remove branches that overhang or encroach within two metres of any powerlines.
Council provides at least annual updates on the status of the underground power installation program
for the whole of the COV location. Clearly this would (if commenced) go a long way to solving the
issues I have raised above that are of concern to many private property owners.

CONSULTATION/ADVERTISING:
Nil.
LEGAL/POLICY:
The AME of the City of Vincent was held in accordance with section 5.27 of the Local Government Act 1995
(the Act). Section 5.33(1) of the Act requires that all decisions made at an Electors’ Meeting are to be
considered at the next practicable Ordinary Meeting of Council, which is the 5 April 2022 meeting.
Council must consider the motions from the AME but is not obliged to make a decision on all or any of those
Motions. If Council chooses to make a decision in response to an AME Motion then reasons for that decision
need to be recorded in the Minutes of the Council Meeting.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low: It is low risk for Council to consider decisions made at the AME in accordance with section 5.33 of the
Local Government Act 1995.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the City’s Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:
Innovative and Accountable
We are open and accountable to an engaged community
Our community is satisfied with the service we provide
Our community is aware of what we are doing and how we are meeting our goals
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS:
This does not contribute to any specific sustainability outcomes of the City’s Sustainable Environment
Strategy 2019-2024. Any implications will be addressed in the responses to the carried motions.
PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS:
This item does not align with any of the priority health outcomes of the City’s Public Health Plan 2020-2025.
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
Nil.
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